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Children’s interactions with public space: Observing children’s experienced affordances in a housing estate in Brno, Czechia

The presented paper examines interactions between public spaces in a housing estate and children. Here, the relationship between the child and the environment is interpreted through the perspective of Gibson’s affordances — an approach that has been employed many times since it appeared in different spatial contexts. Affordances are interactions/relationships between humans and the object or human and its environment. This research is focused on a housing estate in the Czech Republic in Brno. A non-participant covert observation was the main research method. Heft’s functional taxonomy of children’s affordances has been applied as a tool to classify these interactions and they are later confronted with the proposed variation in the taxonomy. The study includes modifications to the original taxonomy, adding a category (snow) and merging another (water). Other influences on children’s affordances are adults (caretakers) and temporality as well as child body size, as the spectrum of active affordances differs between bigger and smaller children.
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INTRODUCTION

Public space has been and remains a common topic in the fields of geography (Mitchel 1995, Goheen 1998, Pospěch 2013, Holubec, 2016, Terzi and Tonnellat 2017 and Cudny and Appelblad 2019), urban planning, design, architecture (Thompson 2002, Hamilton-Baillie 2008 and Gehl 2015) and sociology (Anderson 2015). Children’s geographies have a similar interest in public space including outdoor activities, mobility, participation in decision-making, etc. (Percy-Smith 2010, Chaudhury et al. 2016, Bao et al. 2021 and Ender Altay et al. 2021). Its physical and social characteristics have led to many of the problems, i.e., criminality, aging population and the lack of commitment to the surrounding environment in housing estates (Yam et al. 2000, Ha 2008, Kristiánová, 2016 and Bogdanović-Protić et al. 2020). Despite the recent regeneration of housing estates many of these areas have been facing serious physical, social, environmental, and economic deterioration (Andráško et al. 2013, Šimáček et al. 2015 and Bogdanović-Protić et al. 2020). Public spaces in housing estates usually feature large green areas without more amenities (Mantey and Kępkowicz 2018), relatively large parking areas, and renovated playgrounds while also lacking in clarity and a lack of intimacy (Sendi et al. 2009 and Żalewski and Wojtak 2020). However, families who live in the housing estate spend time here and raise their children. While there has been research focusing on this public space (Kristiánová 2016), still rather little attention has been paid to children’s activities in this context (Blazek 2015, Lehečka 2015, Andráško 2018 and Lehečka 2019). Overall, this article has the ambition to suggest another way we
can interpret children’s interactive relationship with the environment of the housing estate. In the context of the paper, the thoughts and results presented may provide support for local governments to draw children back into the public space of housing estates.

This paper uses affordances as a perspective to characterize the interaction of children with an environment. The original definition of affordances was provided by Gibson (1979, p. 127) as “… what it offers the animal, what it provides or furnishes, either for good or ill…. I mean by it something that refers to both the environment and the animal in a way that no existing term does. It implies the complementarity of the animal and the environment.” Affordances appear suitable for capturing interactions between a child’s body and its environment. In recent years, there have been many studies examining affordances in various spaces (Aradi et al. 2016, Cushing and Pennings, 2017, Lerstrup and van den Bosch 2017 and Kyttä et al. 2018). Current research on public space and affordances is often concentrated on urban areas in Western Europe. Only a few exceptions, e.g. Kyttä (2002) have paid attention to public spaces in post-socialist countries or, as with Yatiman et al. (2012), in Malaysia, to rural spaces. We draw on the work of Heft (1988) and his functional taxonomy of children’s affordances, as well as his followers Kyttä (2002), Norman (2013) and Lerstrup and van den Bosch (2017). The main objective of this article is to introduce and describe the physical affordances of children in the public space of a housing estate by utilizing the Heft’s functional taxonomy and its other elaborations. As the taxonomy was created for public spaces in general, a few modifications were suggested which suit the public space of the housing estate. The research question is thus specified as follows: What physical affordances do children experience in the public space of a housing estate?

In the following section, I will introduce further research on affordances that this article is based upon, as well as the definition of affordances I work with. In the section on methodology, I will explain the methodology as children (participants) were divided by the size of their bodies for the purposes of research. The covert non-participant observation was chosen as the main research method. The informal interviews was a complementary method used to extend research and allow for deeper understanding of what was observed. A similar research method was used by Kyttä (2002), Bozkurt et al. (2018) or Chaudhury et al. (2019). In the sections “Discussion” and “Conclusion” a modification of the taxonomy in comparison with the original table and the alternatives of other authors is evaluated.

**AFFORDANCE**

The term comes from the verb ‘to afford’, and although the usage of this concept is widespread, especially in art science or perceptive psychology (Greeno 1994 and Chong and Proctor 2020). Our perspective of affordances is based on Gibson’s work “The Ecological Approach to Visual Perception” (1979) and his subsequent followers, i.e., Norman (2013) and Heft (1988). He was the first to produce the idea that some objects can afford us a specific usage or interaction. Affordances break the dichotomy of subject-object, enabling us to understand its inadequacy, and they inform us about the animal and environment as well. As Gibson argues, people often see a subject through the meanings which they assign themselves, through someone else (Norman 2013) or through the process of learning (Goldstein 1981). This concept was then further elaborated by other authors.

The affordances of people in connection with public spaces also frequently occurs (Kesner 2009, Steenson and Rodger 2015). As some authors stated (Kyttä, 2002, Norman 2013 and Lerstrup and van den Bosch 2017), affordances should be helpful in creating or enriching a public space with objects which encourage interaction. Norman, a follower of Gibson’s work, places affordances as a tool for designers. Not far from Gibson, he defines affordances as ‘a relationship between the properties of an object and the capabilities of the agent that determine just how the object could possibly be used’ (Norman 2013, p. 11). He even acknowledges that affordances can occur as person-to-person, yet he adds two more perspectives: signifiers and anti-affordances. A signifier is a perceivable sign or signal of what can be done. It is usually a feature that helps people discover the possibilities for interaction. This attempt to give our interactions (affordances) meaning is against Gibson’s (1979) and Heft’s (2003) argument that affordances should be direct and unmediated. The other term, anti-affordance, is a prevention of interaction. For example, the armrest on the bench helps to relax our arms, yet it might not afford one to lie down on the bench. Therefore, an object/person can afford activities and prevent them at the same time (Norman 2013).

According to Heft (1988), it is important to rise above the dichotomy of the physical and cultural environment. The subject perceives visually and mentally both in a given moment. Context and location also play an important role because location is a constituent aspect of its perceived meaning, while context is part of what is meaningfully perceived (Heft 2003). The fact that someone has taught us the cultural significance of an object or how to handle such an object does not mean that the object loses its other functions. Affordances are always unique and differ for each individual and each specific group of people. Therefore, the concept is well suited to describe the essential qualities of children’s environments (Kyttä 2002).

Affordances are not only stable and rigid, but they are rather dynamic. They develop over time as a person evolves, and children are a great example of such dynamicity (Heft 2003 and Heft 2010). The environment has a close relationship with the perception of a child, which Heft addresses. He argues “that objects have affordances that are culturally normative use(s) of an object in particular contexts. For instance, many features in a home could function as a place to sit (i.e., they are properly scaled to the body for sitting) but normatively are not used in that way, and hence they are not normally perceived as serving that function” (Heft 2003, p 172).

There are many factors influencing outdoor children’s activities (including affordance), yet there is one that stands out: caretakers. It is the caretakers’ fear of danger in relation to the free movement of children in public spaces that Chaudhury et al. (2019) place great weight on. Caretakers are carriers of different behavioural patterns, creating negative and positive affordances for children through their bans and permits (Chen et al. 2020). They emphasise the danger (Valentine 1997) of meeting homeless people, traffic, unpredictable teenagers, and some children are aware of that sort of danger (Nordbakke 2019). Kyttä (2002) draws attention to the significant influence caretakers have on where their children can go outside. However, caretakers do not always have only a restrictive effect;
through their outdoor presence, children might be encouraged to visit features or places they were afraid of before, or they are able to enjoy their stay outside more.

Since it began to be applied, affordances have been criticized by psychologists (Goldstein 1981, Greeno 1994 and Chong and Proctor 2020), architects (Overbeeke and Wensveen 2003 and Norman 2013), and in geography (Kyttä 2003) as well. Some authors even call affordances a “buzzword” (Overbeeke and Wensveen 2003 and Dotov et al. 2012). Others might argue that Gibson assert child uniform being yet and suggest that different variables (social status, urban/rural, gender, age and upbringing) have an influence on interactions with the environment (Matthews et al. 2000, Karsten 2003 and Shen et al. 2017). For example, Kyttä (2002) found a significant difference between Finnish and Belarusian children in terms of age and gender, especially when she utilized Heft’s taxonomy in her research. Boys are more likely to use smooth slopes, whereas girls find more affordances in places such as the yard at home. While girls aged 7 – 9, search the public space for objects such as trees, different climbing frames, and the like, boys of the same age prefer different shelters and houses. Age also plays an important role in terms of public and non-public spaces. Older children (7 to 9) tend to stay in more intimate and private spaces, such as shelters, shrubs, and tree houses, whereas younger children prefer open public places where they can play, exercise, or just hang out.

Few researchers have addressed the critique from new materialists that even objects like trees, benches, or even weather has its agency that needs to be examined. (Horton and Kraftl 2018). The world around us is created on a relational basis that allows nonhuman objects “to come alive”, to have an agency. Rautio (2013) or Arvidsen (2018) even calls for disrupting long-lasting child-nature (re-connecting children to nature) relationship. Although affordances do acknowledge relationships between objects, this approach does not treat non-human objects as an equal, thus one might argue that we are losing significant part of information.

Heft’s functional taxonomy

Based (mostly) on Gibson’s conception of affordance, Heft constructed a functional taxonomy of children’s affordances. His table is a valuable tool for understanding the environment from a child’s perspective. This preliminary taxonomy is the output of the book One Boy’s Day by Barker and Wright (1951) that is focused on observing children in their everyday activities. Heft noted every physical interaction with a feature, identified an affordance, and then classified them into ten groups. The name of the group was chosen based on the functional properties of a given feature. Each class was to be as distinctive as possible, yet, as Heft admits and others confirm (Lerstrup and van den Bosch 2017) or suggest (Storli and Hagen 2010 and Aradi et al. 2016), some changes might be necessary depending on the context. Despite its alterations, the taxonomy still remains relevant and useful as the mentioned papers demonstrate.

During Heft’s research, children’s physical interactions with the environment were studied and later classified, although issues of age, body scale, and weight were only briefly mentioned. However, possible differences in gender were not reflected at all, as suggested later by others (Kyttä 2002). Moreover, this taxonomy is predominantly focused on the physical affordances of children in public spaces, while there are other affordances, such as social (Chaudhury et al. 2019), emotional, and intellectual, illuminating further perceptions of public space by children (Cushing and Pennings 2017). In the context of perception and action, Kyttä (2002)
distinguishes different levels of affordances: potential, perceived, utilised (independent interaction) and shaped (stimulated interaction) affordances.

**Tab. 1. Heft’s functional taxonomy of children’s affordances**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental qualities that support certain affordances</th>
<th>Possible physical affordances</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat, relatively smooth surface</td>
<td>Walking, running, cycling, skating, skateboarding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively smooth slope</td>
<td>Coasting down (e.g. on bike, wagon), rolling down, sliding, running down, rolling objects down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graspable/detached object</td>
<td>Drawing, scratching, throwing, hammering, batting, spearing, skewering, digging, cutting, tearing, crumpling, squashing, building of structure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached objects</td>
<td>Sitting on, jumping on/over/down-from</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-rigid, attached object</td>
<td>Swinging on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbable feature</td>
<td>Exercise/mastery, looking out from, passage from one place to another (stairs, ladder)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>Locomotion from one place to another, looking and listening into an adjacent place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter</td>
<td>Microclimate, prospect/refuge, privacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouldable material</td>
<td>Construction of objects, pouring, modification of its surface features (e.g. sculpting)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>Splashing, pouring, floating objects, swimming, diving, boating, fishing, mixing with other materials</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


**METHODOLOGY**

**Setting of observation**

Housing estates are scattered in urban areas all over the Czech Republic, even in small district towns. The research area of this study, the Lesná housing estate, lies in the north-eastern part of the city of Brno (Fig. 1.), three kilometres from the city centre. Due to its close connection with the surrounding nature, it is one of the most popular locations to live in and one of the top-rated housing estates in the Czech Republic (Andráško et al. 2013 and Kilnarová and Wittman 2017). An important element of Lesná is Čertova rokle (the Devil’s gorge), which brings even more nature to the housing estate. In general, the surface is sloping with only several small, flat areas where parking lots or playgrounds are placed. Approximately 6,000 flats for approximately 20,000 people with an area of more than 1 square kilometres should be scattered throughout this landscape of forests and ravines (Zounek and Rudiš 1969). However, today there are only 16,000 inhabitants living in 8,100 flats as the original plans were not implemented (Český statistický úřad 2013). The reason for the decline is a demographic change of the housing estate since the majority of the inhabitants are older people, but they are constantly replaced by young families. This put pressure on the local government to adjust the environment in the housing estate.
The state of decay and pollution (dominantly coming from overfilled trash cans or containers) are a relatively common characteristic, but playgrounds are well maintained in general as well as the dense network of pavements. Another characteristic feature of the public space of this estate are the statues and decorative walls placed throughout the area. The art is physically accessible to everyone and made of solid and robust materials. There are several schools which utilise the large green areas and public playgrounds surrounding them for leisure activities.
Data collection

The main research method was covert non-participant observation. Dis/advantages (ethics, voice of participant and researcher’s bias) of this methodological approach are covered by a considerable body of literature (Švaříček and Šedoňová 2007, Liu and Maitlis 2010 and Stickdorn et al. 2018). This method was chosen due to the nature of the research as the author observed children’s behaviour which should be undisturbed from knowing that they were participating in research (Walters and Godbold 2014 and Stickdorn et al. 2018). In specific research, results might be more valid then using participant observation or other methods (Hobson 2006). The author pretended to be just a passer-by and thus the risk of people being affected by the presence of a researcher was minimised. While the whole area is large, the observations gradually convened to specific places depending on the season of the year. During the warmer and sunnier periods, children concentrated on the streets and/or at the playgrounds, on the other hand, in the snowy winter these places were abandoned, and children spent their time on flat or sloppy green areas. Among others, short irregular informal interviews with caretakers or children about the true nature of the activities were also conducted, especially during the last stages of the research. These findings helped to better classify each interaction and came up with arguments for alternation. Interviews consist of 2 – 4 questions regarding the children’s activity.

Photography of the physical environment and the activities of children in the housing estate were taken during observing. All photographs were taken with the permission of the child and (if present) the caretakers, and the faces were later blurred. Simultaneously, the presenting of photographs depicting children have to be justified and considered to not harm vulnerable participants (Nutbrown 2010 and Phelan and Kinsella 2013). There was no collection of personal information and no formal interaction with the children.

The children were chosen as a social group to observe in these public spaces. Their actions are more spontaneous, colourful, and dynamic, and their daily activities are more diverse than adult behaviour in public spaces (Einarsdóttir 2007 and Wishart et al. 2019); therefore, their interactions with public spaces should be more diverse. Furthermore, they are led to spend more time outside compared to other age groups (Mäkelä et al. 2017) yet their time outside is lately constantly decreasing (Louv 2005) and the idea of a child-nature relationship is constantly challenged by Rautio (2013). The author of the study did not distinguish between children living in the housing estate and those living in nearby neighbourhoods as my main research question considers affordances which enable public space for children and families visiting this area as well. However, for the purpose of this research, the author distinguished between smaller and bigger children. Physical characteristics and territoriality (Lehečka 2015) especially are to some extent limited by the size of the body. This idea of body size and affordances was elaborated further in (Heft 2003, Jongeneel et al. 2015 and Sporrel et al. 2017) who proposed that simple physical interaction with the environment depends more on body than the age. There was no clear-cut line between bigger and smaller children. Apart from the size of the body the main clues for my observation were visible physical signs of the onset of puberty such as a deeper voice, facial hair, body mass, and a visible face condition. Toddlers and babies in strollers were excluded because they have limited independent interactions with the environment.
During the observation, it was found that people in the housing estate are almost always on the move, be they walking on their way home or on their way to work or school. The author of the study had little observation of people resting or sitting, so he also tried to keep moving to fit. Field notes were first recorded on paper or as text on a tablet, and later it was opted to take audio recordings of notes and interviews. As the observation went on, the scope became narrower. The study focused exclusively on the interaction of the child with the environment and the context of their activities.

The observation in Lesná started on 18 October 2017 in autumn and ended it on 4 April 2019 in the spring. In the final months of the observation, the observer was looking for suitable stimuli to supplement the interpretive part and acquired additional visual material. In total, he spent 91 hours in the Lesná area during this period, during which 70 standard pages of field notes and 440 photographs were taken.

At first, the area was visited at lunchtime between 11:30 and 13:00. During these hours, the bustle of the housing estate was mainly produced by groups of children organized by schools or kindergartens moving around the Čertova rokle. However, the observation gradually became dependent on the end of the school day in local institutions when children are out of school and lately go outside as well. Every street of the housing estate was visited at least once, but gradually observations were organised in the places which seemed most appropriate during previous visits to the housing estate, those with some human activity.

Data analysis

Heft’s table served as the basis for the interpretation of the activities observed in the housing estate, helping to describe them and add them to the specified categories. Each child’s affordances from the field notes was named in a uniform way, such as running, walking, and cycling, to provide a comprehensive summary of the children’s activities. The analysis of the visual material was like the text material. They were sorted according to the affordances captured.

The results were classified with the help of Heft’s taxonomy; however, his classification did not recognize the characteristics of the estate’s environment or the differences of the children physicality. Although it was necessary to make a few crucial adjustments to the taxonomy, most of the activities Heft lists in the table are observable in the estate’s public spaces, although some may not be that common. Furthermore, various environment features may not be present in the housing estate. Another key change concerned the division between smaller and larger children, to which another table column was added to account for possible differentiation in affordances. There was also a classification problem with placing snow and ice in the correct category, as it is a state of water, but affordances of the snow were quite similar to those assigned to the materials. Therefore, snow as a separate category was added.

RESULTS

According to our observation, children proved to be the more physically active group compared to adults. Their affordances are usually connected with creative playing in public spaces. This could be a rather demanding task to be creative in the environment of the housing estate. Nevertheless, there were several findings from observations, which will be presented here with a focus on physically perceived affordances and their temporality. The division between smaller and bigger
children is also considered. Each perceived affordances were classified according to Heft’s taxonomy and some shortcomings in the context of the housing estate’s public space were suggested.

Tab. 2. Heft’s taxonomy adjusted to the observations of the housing estate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Environmental qualities which support certain affordances</th>
<th>Possible physical affordances of smaller children</th>
<th>Possible physical affordances of bigger children</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat, relatively smooth surface</td>
<td>Walking, running, cycling, skating, skateboarding, riding on a scooter</td>
<td>Walking, running, cycling, skating, skateboarding, longboarding, sitting on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relatively smooth slope</td>
<td>Coasting down, sliding, running up and down</td>
<td>Coasting down</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graspable/detached object</td>
<td>Throwing, breaking, drawing, kicking, building, exercising, sitting-on</td>
<td>Throwing, breaking, kicking, exercising, sitting-on</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Attached object</td>
<td>Sitting on, jumping over, crawling, support for writing, drawing, leaning</td>
<td>Sitting on, leaning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-rigid attached object</td>
<td>Swinging on, jumping (trampoline)</td>
<td>Exercising</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climbable object</td>
<td>View, locomotion (stairs, ladder, fence, tree)</td>
<td>Exercising, privacy, view</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aperture</td>
<td>Looking out, locomotion, listening to</td>
<td>Privacy, intimacy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shelter</td>
<td>Refuge, microclimate (cold, shadow, lee)</td>
<td>Privacy, intimacy, microclimate (cold, shadow, lee)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mouldable material</td>
<td>Building of objects, adjusting of environment, pouring over (gravel), destruction, splashing, mixing with other materials</td>
<td>Throwing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Snow</td>
<td>Throwing, sliding, building of objects, adjusting of environment</td>
<td>Throwing, sliding</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Relatively smooth slope

The observed area is relatively sloping; therefore, regular transport includes these kinds of surfaces. There was little difference between smaller and larger children (dynamicity). The gorge inside the housing estate provides steep slopes that were occupied mainly in the winter snowy season. However, due to the safety of smaller children, they were often prohibited by their caretakers to go in there, on the other hand, larger children were often observed as they were running/riding down steeper slopes, and thus the spatiality of these affordances is different. Mounds (Fig. 2) were another interesting feature in the housing estate. These objects supplemented the lack of safer steep surface movements for smaller children;
they ran up and down, threw each other down and competed to be standing on the highest mound.

Fig. 2. Children exercising movement on sloppy terrain with moulds

Graspable/detached object

In the context of graspable objects, it is essential to establish what is a component of a public space and what is not. Furthermore, the physicality of children’s bodies really matters, larger children can grasp more objects and interact with them more diversely. However, there are not many graspable objects in the housing estate except for benches and garbage cans. Children usually must bring something with them to the place, and these objects and their interactions with them were not included in the research. There are other exceptions, such as a playground full of toys that are free for everyone to use. These plastic shovels enable many affordances, such as digging, drawing in sand, or transporting materials. It was observed how groups of children have drawn pictures or game plans. It becomes a blank space which can be redesigned according to their own rules through the use of a rock.

Fig. 3. Children playing with mattresses
Sometimes, one triviality is enough to make monotonous spaces busy and offer new affordances which attract attention, such as mattresses (Fig. 3) that someone once left in the playground. Children suddenly used them to jump or exercise or build small houses or fortresses. In addition to mattresses, there was another interesting feature: an unsecured bench. It was a rather heavy but movable bench located in a large green space under trees. Almost every time when passing through this place, the bench was in a different position or place.

Attached object

The affordances of unmovable objects are again dependent on the physicality of the child. The blurred lines between other classes and affordances of attached objects were the most evident whenever smaller children interacted with such objects and they were provided with affordances that could be assigned to the other class. For example, smaller children cannot sit on high walls, and therefore, they can be classified as objects that enable vertical movement. However, they benefited from their small bodies when they were running around artistic features such as the one in the photography (Fig. 4). Moving to the non-artistic features of the housing estate, there are benches, small walls, fences, attached bins, table-tennis tables, wooden logs, and large stones. All of these objects are spread around the housing estate and are usually used to sit, jump over, or lie on.

Fig. 4. Examples of an artistic feature smaller children were interacting with

Climbable object

The housing estate is relatively monotone in its offer of climbable objects. There are features such as ladders, slides, and other playground structures, as well as walls, stairs, and trees, many of which have cut lower branches that make vertical movement difficult for smaller children. Climbable objects provide privacy (Fig. 5), especially trees or objects with a small platform, where other children cannot enter, and the intentional or unintentional exercise of their bodies is restricted. These objects require a certain amount of physical strength and dexterity or the help of someone else, so that a child can get to the top of the attraction. Smaller children usually look for such objects in proportion to their size, and it often happens that they get to the top, but someone must help them back to the ground.
The public space in housing estates is characterised by its openness. This allows almost any kind of movement, and there may be various well-trodden paths that indicate the most frequent movements of people through open green areas as a result. Smaller children move dynamically unpredictably and intermittently compared to adults or larger children. Sometimes they do not respect pavements or roads, they just run towards anything that catches their attention. They use these surfaces for transport on foot, by bike, by skateboard, or by scooter. Moreover, various surfaces (tarmac or pavement) may be used for drawing. They often do not even respect the paved path and, on the contrary, use the shortest possible. Bigger children usually do not run, and they tend to use less means of transport. Instead, they use flat places to sit down and chat.

Non-rigid attached object

These features and their affordances are often found in the playgrounds or close to them. An exception is tree branches, which can be used for swinging. They are used mostly by larger children. Swings enable swinging, but only if the children are big enough to swing by themselves; the same goes for the carousel; smaller children usually need the help of someone else. Another rather original feature of the playground was a trampoline. Bigger children used it to jump or exercise, doing tumbles or handsprings.

Aperture

Gaps and holes do not seem widespread in housing estates; there are no vistas or views of a larger scale due to the structure of the housing estate. However, there are some exceptions on a smaller scale. Statues or artistic features are probably the most interactive. There are dominant high walls with gaps or holes inside, and these narrow spaces are ideal for the (small) body of a child. When children were playing tag, they often used these objects as shortcuts to run away from larger children or caretakers. These objects are located close to playgrounds or parking lots. They allow children, for example, to hide, to sit, to climb, or to kick a ball against
it. They can also stretch through climbing frames and other playground features. These gaps allow them to enter a place in a different way than a bigger body normally does, bigger children cannot easily stretch through most of these gaps, but they use them to assess the situation around them.

Shelters

The following two original categories are closely related to intimacy and privacy. The estate’s gorge represents the largest shelter. It is rather steep, dark, and quiet. There are trees where you can hide from the sun. It is a shelter on its own. Čertova rokle and its surroundings are used mostly by bigger children primarily looking for privacy and intimacy (smoking, drinking, or some romance). Winding roads and various twists are a frequent destination for them. On the other hand, smaller children and adults do not often use the gorge due to safety concerns.

Affordances of shelter is one of the most diverse categories in the perception of larger and smaller children. Of course, it really depends on whether the child is under some form of supervision. However, larger children look for remote places with plenty of privacy for hanging out far away from supervision and omnipresent stares. A significant difference also lies in the meaning of using shelters. While smaller children use shelters primarily for playing soldiers or hiding-and-seek, seeking mostly games or play behind the search for shelter, larger children use them for privacy to do something they do not want to be seen doing Fig. 6 (smoking cigarettes, kissing and playing mobile games).

Materials

Children interact with various materials quite often. They can form it, build it, mark something, or throw it. However, affordances of materials depend on the seasons. While the sand is almost unused during winter, sandboxes are a frequent target of children’s games in summer. This category is dominated by smaller children, besides throwing stones and cones, bigger children do not interact with materials.
Sand is located in playground sandboxes and their surroundings; therefore, its affordances are limited to these places. Smaller children build castles, pyramids, or pies with the help of caretakers. They also draw abstract objects and create games like hopscotch in the sand. Another loose material is gravel. During spring, the gravel stays for a few weeks on the walkways, and it becomes a rather attractive material for children. They interact with gravel in the same way they do with sand, for example, building a grave for an insect (Fig. 7); the only difference is that these affordances occur close to walkways.

Fig. 7. Examples of children’s affordances with materials

Finally, the last feature of public space is water. Unfortunately, there is no stable body or presence of water in the housing estate – there are, however, a few holes or other features which can retain some water. Therefore, the presence of water depends mostly on the weather conditions. These temporary water reservoirs are a good source of water to mix with other materials in the nearby playground and splash.

Snow

The observations in the winter showed that snow plays an important role in the lives of the people present in the housing estate. Snow, more than any other material, acts as an affordance and anti-affordance. Wet snow appears as a barrier to the green empty areas where many pavements are present, and larger children especially avoid them. Their movement is slow, careful and they use gravel-gritted walkways. However, smaller children really enjoy snow; they build fortresses, walls, or snowmen, and they throw snowballs or make snow angels.

Caretakers

Here, the author draws from Norman’s conception of affordances as a person-to-person relationship, since adults, and especially caretakers, dis/enable various affordances. When moving in a public space, caretakers create barriers and help overcome them. The most significant affordances caretakers given to children is to provide safe movement. Caretakers are the most important factor influencing a child’s spatial behaviour. However, their presence in space not only affects the spatial movement of children but also its dynamism: When children are close to their
caretakers, they allow themselves to go places where they would not go without the presence of their caretakers.

Fig. 8. Caretakers helping children and extending their possible affordances

An important component is also the care of caretakers for their child’s safety and basic needs, such as helping small children to get off trees or attractions. Based on this, it can be argued that caretakers serve as an affordance, allowing children a certain kind of movement (Fig. 8). On the other hand, fear can also be approached negatively through various bans or simply by holding a hand while walking. Caretakers sometimes use a public space for children as a place to learn. Smaller children learn to ride a bike, kick a ball, throw a frisbee, or, with bigger children, play table tennis. In most cases, caretakers try to be actively involved in teaching and demonstrate how to do things right, what features or branches to grasp, what to do with a shovel, or how to use certain objects. The children then imitate their movements.

Temporariness

Lerstrup and van der Bosch (2017) found several characteristics of significance in the characteristics children choose, such as abundance, novelty, change, uniqueness, variation, gradation, and size. It can be only agreed and confirmed that these characteristics are important, although another view on change and novelty could be offered. There are places or features that attract more attention when they suddenly appear in space. These might be features whose characteristics might change temporally. And, it does not need to be a new object, as in the case of old mattresses was mentioned earlier: the garbage that children brought to the playground and was later gone. Kids find other features, such as wooden signs, snow, gravel, fallen leaves, cut down trees and so on. Lerstrup and van der Bosch’s characteristics matter, but temporality and change stand above them in the context of the housing estate.

DISCUSSION

Although the presented findings did mostly prove that Heft’s taxonomy could be utilized for the environment of a housing estate. A few alternations and recommendations for future research could be suggested. Observations were conducted
over two winter seasons, and therefore a new class, snow, an element that has not been emphasised enough in previous works (Wilkinson et al. 1980, Fjortoft and Sageie 2000, Ergler et al. 2016, Rautio and Jokinen 2016, Lerstrup and van der Bosch 2017 and Andráško 2018) could be defined. The presence of snow completely changed the spectrum of affordances as well as their spatiality. Suddenly children’s interactions with the environment were rarely observed and playgrounds – the seasonal centres of the children’s activities and childhood itself were mostly abandoned (Gudova 2016). This paper reflects the possibilities of research outside of “central” western urban landscapes by western concepts, as their utilization might differ from other parts of the world in terms of socio-spatial context and physical public spaces of housing estates (Andráško 2018).

The body’s physicality plays a crucial role when experiencing affordances of the environment. The most noticeable differences of such an experience are in class attached objects and climbable objects. It is not exclusively the size of the body that matters, but sometimes strength makes differences too. Other divisions between bigger and smaller children are in experiencing affordances of the shelters. Hidden places provide bigger children more privacy and intimacy (Arvidsen and Beames 2019) and they usually intentionally (Stevens 2007 and Woodyer 2012) look for such places, however, smaller children seek for them predominantly as part of the game thus unintentionally during their free time. It can be argued that Heft (1988) does not account for the age, size, physical condition, or even gender of children which he later recognized in his work (Heft 2003 and 2010). Nonetheless, based on findings, it could be argued that when using Heft’s functional taxonomy, we should be aware of differences in the children's bodies. Therefore it would be more appropriate to focus on a narrower group of children or specify classes of children according to their physical appearance.

Compared to the work of Lerstrup and van der Bosch (2017), suggested taxonomy does not reflect the size of the features in the public space but size of the children’s bodies. A slightly different label for other characteristics which influence children’s affordances was created as a caretaker could easily be replaced by another person or a novelty and variation through temporariness. Another characteristics (abundance or unknown/not easily accessible space) they mentioned were also present, yet not of the same intensity.

According to findings, smaller children usually spend their time outside with caretakers who protect them (Nordbakke 2019 and Chen et al. 2020), and therefore their presence is crucial to providing affordances. Nonetheless, the caretaker might provide a wider spectrum of affordances as well as narrow it down. Parents usually give their children verbal or physical bans on doing something, therefore they provide anti-affordances (Norman 2013). Considering other Norman’s terms, caretakers also act as a signifier, they provide a visual or verbal hint for children to interact with the environment in a specific “right” way.

As it stands, Heft’s taxonomy is a useful tool to describe children’s interactions with the environment and classify affordances in public spaces. However, there are a few issues which have appeared during the research. Some classes, like materials or unmovable objects, might have blurred borders between each other. Depending on the distribution, classifications in the table might offer different affordances. Materials might offer affordances like sitting or jumping over. For example, wooden logs are materials, but they are also unmovable objects. Viewing possible affordances from a child’s perspective and within the context really does matter. A
log is an unmovable object, as is a bench or fence; children will probably not use logs as material for their activities.

It was also recognised that, while encompass the entire spectrum of children’s activities in Lesná, this does not imply that affordances which were not observed are not present in the public space, as it was stated before. Although, the study focused on the physical affordances of the environment, there are plenty of other affordances that need more examination, such as social (Kyttä 2003), emotional, or intellectual ones (Cushing and Pennings 2017). Only a small insight into how another person (caretaker) could provide possible respectively activity affordances to the child was provided. However, it can be argued that affordances such as privacy or intimacy are also an emotional or social affordance, but the taxonomy considers only physical affordances.

Another limitation of the taxonomy in the context of the housing estate is the lack of water features. The class of water is narrow, with only a few affordances usually referring to playing in temporary puddles. Therefore, it was included it among materials. In light of the new materialism, mundane and perennial materials like branches, rocks (Horton and Krač 2018) or gravel as its own presence or quality make us interact with them (Rautio 2013). Without them there could not be any dens (Arvidsen 2018), tombs, or fortresses. Without its seasonal presence, most of these affordances would not be provided. Of course, it is not the case exclusively for materials but for all features in the public space, yet materials stand out as their temporariness or presence is more variable.

The art in public space is another specific category which might deserve its own category in Heft’s taxonomy. Artistic features are becoming omnipresent as well as becoming more accessible to physical interaction. Children’s contact with statues is documented in the work of Cushing and Pennings (2017) as they provide a considerable range of physical and non-physical affordances and attract their activities. To put this in the wider context of creating the public space, van Andel (1990) has suggested that place preference is related to the function and its affordances. A preferred place is likely to be used, and conversely, it is unlikely to be used if it is less preferred. Hence, the factors that influence environmental preferences are the factors that also influence the actualization of environmental affordances. The point that should be made here is to emphasise the importance of art, not only for aesthetic (Cudny and Appelblad 2019) reasons, but for its interaction as well, although the utilization of such areas might be controversial (Kesner 2009 and Bureš 2021).

CONCLUSION

The results of this study indicate that children experience a wide spectrum of physical affordances in the public space of the Lesná housing estate, as shown in presented altered classification. The presence of affordances in the public space here are dependent on the spatial context (time of the year, terrain, traffic, accessibility, equipment, etc.) of a given place for example well equipped playgrounds could be seen as the buzzing nest of affordances. This leads to the saturation of works dealing with affordances in the playground such as Wilkinson et al. (1980), Jongeneel et al. (2015), Gudova (2016) and Graham et al. (2021). Despite this other specific places do not get much attention. Most of the features of the public spaces are unmovable; thus, there is a lack of affordances, such as for throwing or carrying. However, there are exceptions that appear attractive and valuable for chil-
dren (materials, light objects – benches and signs). Statues or walls seem to be essential features, providing a decent scale of affordances in public spaces. Overall, the moveable objects usually attract more attention of a child and encourage them to be creative and playful. The studied public space is lacking in such features, and thus may be a reason why few are so attractive. The temporality of possible affordances are also appealing to children. There are materials such as snow, gravel, and water puddles that appear only at certain times of the year. Its attractivity for children affordance might come from the abundance of such a material (Lerstrup and van der Bosch 2017).

This research has highlighted the few limitations of Heft's taxonomy and suggests an alternation – adding class “snow” and two variables that have influenced experienced affordances - for future utilization. Another crucial addition to Heft taxonomy was suggested in order to divide or at least consider the division of children by their physicality. This does not imply that other variables such as class, race, urbanity/rurality (Kyttä 2004) are not significant enough, yet the size of the body seems to be somehow overlooked with only a few exceptions which have recently appeared (Heft 2003, Jongeneel et al. 2015 and Sporrel et al. 2017). Bigger children, unlike the smaller ones, experience their affordances differently. Their affordances are more similar to an adult’s experience. Unlike smaller children who play outdoors a lot, they spend less time outdoors, and, if so, they do so in more hidden, intimate places. Furthermore, their activities seem to be more intentional. Smaller children do not wander too far from home and are satisfied with a smaller overall space for movement. Furthermore, they spend more time in playgrounds or other designated places due to greater supervision where they enjoy opportunities that the environment can afford. Playing or games appear as the main motivation for the physical interaction of small children with the environment.

This work was supported by the Technology Agency of the Czech Republic (Strategic tools for building a barrier-free city, TL01000013). The author is very thankful for this support.
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INTERAKCE DĚTÍ VE VEŘEJNÉM PROSTORU: POZOROVÁNÍ VNÍMANÝCH AFORDANCÍ DĚTÍ NA SÍDLIŠTI V BRNĚ, ČESKO

Tento příspěvek pracuje s pojmem afordance, který používá jako perspektivu k charakteristice interakce dětí s prostředím, konkrétně s veřejným prostorem sídlišť. Afordance mohou být definovány jako vztah mezi vlastnostmi objektu a schopnostmi jedince. Poskytuje jak informace o prostředí nebo předmětu, tak také o osobě, která jej používá. Z hlediska afordancí hrají významnou roli věk, inteligence a velikost těla, která se postupně vyvíjí a mění stejně jako možnosti interakce s prostředním (Kyttä 2002 a Heft 2010).

Cílem tohoto příspěvku je charakterizovat fyzické afordance dětí na sídlišti a také zhodnotit koncept afordance skrze Heftovu taxonomii v urbanizované oblasti.

Sledovaná oblast (sídliště Lesná) se nachází v Brně, Česká republika. Toto sídliště je považováno za jedno z nejlepších míst k bydlení v rámci města Brna, mimo jiné i díky všudepřítomné zeleně. Jedním takovým prvkem na Lesné je Čertova rokle, která umocňuje pocit přírody na sídlišti, prostor dále obohacují sochy rozmišťené po celém sídlišti. Děti byly rozděleny do dvou skupin: větší a menší, protože se u obou skupin předpokládalo odlišné vnímání afordancí. Jako hlavní metoda bylo zvoleno nezúčastněné pozorování. Všechny použité fotografie byly pořízeny se svolením pečovatelů a dítěte a jejich tváře byly později rozmazány. Nedošlo k žádnému shromažďování osobních údajů a žádné formální interakci s dětmi. Během výzkumu bylo zkušená celé sídliště, následně však došlo k zaměření pouze na konkrétní místa, která byla typická tím, že tam děti často trávily čas. Hlavní otázka tohoto výzkumu byla: „Jaké fyzické afordance děti zažívají ve veřejném prostoru sídliště?“

Výsledky klasifikace uvedené v tabulce 2 poukazují na rozdíly v konkrétních třídách Heftovy taxonomie v případě, kdy byly děti rozděleny na větší a menší. Ty větší interagují s prostředím jinak, protože více napodobují čování dospělých. Existovala však místa (např. přistřešky a zákoutí), která se zdála být atraktivnější pro větší děti, které hledají sou-
kromi a intimitu ve veřejném prostoru. Afordance menších dětí byly rozmanitější a zdálo se, že vznikají častěji ve srovnání s afordancemi větších dětí.

V rámci tohoto článku bylo v Heftově taxonomii navrženo několik zásadních úprav, protože jeho klasifikace zcela neodráží specifika veřejných prostranství sídliší. Kromě rozdělení podle velikosti dětí musela být třída vody odstraněna, protože zde nebyl žádný stálý zdroj vody. Na druhou stranu se musela přidat třída sníh, protože má výrazný vliv na aktivity dětí ve veřejném prostoru. Tento článek navrhuje podobné úpravy jako Lerstrupová a van der Bosch (2017) pro Heftovu taxonomii v závislosti na vlastnostech prostředí. I přesto lze najít drobné významové odlišnosti – například jako faktory ovlivňující afordance dětí byly identifikovány dospělí a dočasnost, zatímco Lerstrupová a van der Bosch zdůrazňují faktory jako novost, hojnost, velikost a další osoby. Celkově lze tvrdit, že výsledky a úpravy navržené v tomto příspěvku odpovídaly revidované taxonomii Lerstrupové a van der Bosche s nepatrnými rozdíly v závislosti na specifických charakteristikách Lesné.